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Buk ow sk i's letter s to D ouglas Goodwin
edited and with an introduction by Jay Dougherty
This whole section came to us as a surprise, when our friend Jay Dougherty offered us the opportunity to print facsimiles of Bukowski's letters to the poet Douglas Goodwin. Not only did he provide the letters, but also an introduction and
comments by the recipient of the letters, who he'd asked about several aspects.
Since these letters haven't been published before in their entirety, we take this as
a beautiful chance to add to scholarship and research worldwide.

Charles Bukowski wrote the following letters to poet Douglas Goodwin from 1982–1992. Only three of these letters have seen publication
up to this time, so far as I know (in Reach for the Sun: Selected Letters
1978–1994, Volume 3, edited by Seamus Cooney).
The letters reveal a side of Bukowski that we rarely see in the collections of letters that have been published thus far: the mentor.
Bukowski thought enough of Goodwin to take the time to revise some
of Goodwin's work in order to help the young poet along. Bukowski
saw verve in Goodwin's work, but he also saw verbosity that he attempted to steer him away from.
Yet it was also the degree to which Goodwin was conveying anger
and pushing the boundaries of poetic expression that concerned Bukowski, who conveyed his discomfort in a letter of January 9, 1986:
"Your rage," says Bukowski, "is not as close to humor as I'd prefer it but
you're often right on the mark and when you hit target, it don't matter too
much how you get there as long as it hits."

Despite any flaws that Bukowski might have detected, however, he
thought enough of Goodwin's promise as a writer to exert some
energy (see the letter dated "5-?-86") in an attempt to persuade Goodwin to stay the course.
I asked Goodwin to provide some background on his and Bukowski’s
correspondence, and here’s what he wrote:
I started writing to Bukowski in late 1982, shortly after we moved
to Los Angeles from New York (Queens). I wrote to Bukowski at
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Black Sparrow Press and John Martin must have forwarded my
letter. Then Bukowski wrote back.
By 1982 I was fully immersed in Bukowski discovery. I'd first
read Bukowski in 1976, in college in Minnesota. I saw a guy
reading a copy of Erections, Ejaculations, Exhibitions, and General Tales of Ordinary Madness with that original City Lights
cover, and I was intrigued. So I got a copy and read it and then I
decided that everything else (everything in literature that was not
Bukowski) was basically bullshit. I don't feel that way anymore,
but I did feel that way for a long time—starting with that book.
I felt compelled to write to Mr. Bukowski ... to contact him ... to
tell him how great I thought he was, and what a giant I thought
he was, and how important I thought he was. I had no idea that
other people also felt the same way, and that they were also
writing to him, etc. I was kind of embarrassed when I realized
that I was just one of many Bukowski fans. I had never really
thought about it in those terms until I did.
His writing is so intimate and powerful that I was drawn into a
kind of Bukowski-zone. And the fact that he was such a kind and
generous and responsive human being made it easy to stay in that
zone for a long time.
To me, the image in his letter from 1-9-86 is what I think of when I
think about those Bukowski letters. It's so Bukowski: a little dog
yelling at him that he’s an old fart while Bukowski sits there
drunk. It reminds me of "The Little Dog Laughed", which was the
short story that Arturo Bandini had published during his ordeal
in Ask The Dust (by John Fante). It all fits together for me.
In fact, during the course of their epistolary relationship, Bukowski
was enthusiastic enough about Goodwin's work to pen a foreword to
Goodwin's 1987 collection Half Memory of a Distant Life, which I
published in 1987 under the Clock Radio Press moniker.
In the mid 80s, I was publishing Douglas Goodwin's work regularly in
my little magazine Clock Radio. Bukowski was also a regular contributor. Then I started publishing chapbooks and Goodwin's Half Memory was one of the first.
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[here's the facsimile of Bukowski's foreword along with a personal note.]

At some point around the time that I was preparing Goodwin's chapbook, Doug sent me a photocopied sheath of letters that Bukowski
had written to him.
I've had those letters in my files ever since, and I figured it was high
time that they were released, given that Bukowski is now a subject of
interest to scholars around the world.
I also [recently] asked Doug to answer a few questions about them.
You’ll see his responses at the bottom of each letter, starting June 8,
1988. I wish I had asked more or had the time to put each letter into
the larger context of what was happening in Bukowski’s life at the
time the letters were written. But alas, that just means I have another
interesting goal for the future.
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[this following undated, handwritten letter is the first one in our
batch. It might be from around Dec 1982]
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[. . . continued from previous page]
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[starting with the following letter we're providing questions and answers that Jay Dougherty had asked Douglas Goodwin about the material and it's background.]
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Dougherty: Can you explain what happened prior to this letter? Why did
he send you Roominghouse?
Goodwin: I don't think this is a reference to Bukowski sending me The
Roominghouse Madrigals. I think this is a response to my praise for The
Roominghouse Madrigals. I remember absolutely loving that book.
Q: What prompted Bukowski’s comment regarding Steve Richmond?
A: I don't remember. I think Richmond was working on Stance 5 at the
time, which turned out to be kind of a strange issue. I have it here in
front of me now. I haven't looked at it in years. Maybe I should read it
again.
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Q: What’s the story behind this letter? Why is Buk responding about
Kindred Spirit?
A: I forget his name, but the guy who published Kindred Spirit sent me
a letter asking me to contact Bukowski and ask Bukowski to send him a
photo for the magazine. I did that and this is Bukowski's response. There
was obviously some weirdness between them. I don't know the details. I
remember having a problem with the Kindred Spirit guy about
something else way after this, but I don't remember what it was about. I
used to have problems with a lot of people about a lot of stupid things.
People are just not worth the effort for the most part. Or maybe it was
me. Probably both, all. I just found a copy of Chiron Review. I think the
guy's name was Michael Hathaway. Didn't he change the name of his
magazine from Kindred Spirit to Chiron Review (or something like that)?
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Q: Regarding the Seattle comment: Can you tell me what he was
responding to? Give me the story of your move there?
A: We had just moved from Los Angeles to Seattle in May of 1988 for a
variety of reasons. Mostly we were just sick of Los Angeles. I was 31.
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Q: Do you remember the interview that Buk mentions? Was this the one I
did with you? Care to elaborate?
A: I don't remember. I might have that Kindred Spirit around
somewhere. I'll look for it now. Yes, I found it! This is in fact a reference
to the interview that you did. That's the only interview I've ever done, so
it's obviously that one. Man, these old publications are dusty. I need to
clean this fucking room. Newsprint doesn't age well.
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Q: Which "antho" is Buk referring to here?
A: This is an early attempt to solicit a poetry submission from Bukowski
for what turned out to be Sisyphus Leaves. Steve Richmond and I liked
the idea of a Richmond - Bukowski - Goodwin thing as a little anthology
(we would like that idea, of course). It was up to me to convince Mr. Bukowski. Steve and Bukowski were in one of the hate arcs of their love/
hate thing at the time.
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Q: This is an interesting letter because Buk recounts a well-documented
illness (TB) that preceded his cancer diagnosis by a couple/few years. If
you have any comments, please provide.
A: Well, I don't really have much to say about this. It was almost like
having your father start on his death descent. Even though I'd never
actually met Bukowski, it was strangely, weirdly similar to my relationship with my father (in certain ways) at this stage. My father and
Bukowski were about the same age and they died around the same time.
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Q: When he says “forget the critics,” what is he referring to (in your life
or what you wrote to him)? I agree with him, btw, regarding the old/
new poems. I think he got better, much better, in his old age as a writer.
He clearly liked you as a writer. How did that make you feel?
A: Oh, I was always complaining about the various assholes in my
world: bosses, poetry editors who sent snotty rejections, flakes, etc. I love
all of Bukowski's writing. I have a slight preference for the early bombastic poetry and prose, but I can see both points of view about that.
Praise for my writing from Bukowski was the highest, undeserved blessing I have ever experienced. I have reached so few people with my
pathetic little creative efforts that to have actually reached a literary
genius like Bukowski (to any extent) is just a pure blessing. It sounds
corny, I know. Maybe it is.
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Q: What’s the background of this letter? What had you written to him to
prompt the initial bit? Had you commented upon Neeli’s biography?
When he says he'll "try you" with the next batch of poems, what was he
referring to? Had you solicited some work? Regarding the "fellow
workers" comment, what had you conveyed/said to him? Good letter.
These are important because they’re close to his death.
A: I think I had relayed a comment I got in a letter from the editor of the
New York Quarterly (about Bukowski) to Bukowski, and it annoyed
him. I have a vague memory of that. I would often get snotty responses
when I approached editors who published Bukowski. Maybe it was the
way I approached them, or maybe it was something about them. In any
case, I encountered a lot of push-back from some of the people who
seemed to be aligned with Bukowski. Maybe they thought I was a
"bounder" or something. An intruder. There was a lot of rudeness. Fuck
it and fuck them. I thought Neeli Cherkovski was a total idiot and I
thought his Bukowski book was an utter failure. I told Bukowski my
opinion. Leading up to (and immediately after) Bukowski's death, a lot
of self-serving crap appeared by a lot of creepy people. It totally
disgusted me. I do not want to be part of any of that, and I hope I'm not.
"Try you with the next batch," refers to my asking Bukowski (yet again)
for a poetry submission for Sisyphus Leaves.
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Q: Fill me in on the poems you received from him. How many did you
get? What for? Did you get any flak from Martin about publishing Buk?
What is the back story on his comment regarding Richmond?
A: I got ten poems from Mr. Bukowski and I published ten poems by Mr.
Bukowski. There's no way I was going to reject a Bukowski poem. I still
have them all (and the envelope he sent them in, and the return envelope
he also sent - with stamps attached). I didn't see Bukowski as some
normal guy who I was going to pretend was a peer and an equal.
Bukowski was a giant who was dying. And I loved him (even though I’d
never met him). We were not equals. I knew my place. Steve Richmond
and I were equals. That's why we're on either side and Bukowski is in the
middle. I think, at times, Richmond wanted to be Bukowski's equal.
Hence the friction. I didn't even tell Martin about Sisyphus Leaves until
way later. Why risk interference? But he liked it.
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Q: Where had you moved? Can you give me the back story on Sisyphus 2?
A: We moved from Upper Queen Anne (in Seattle) to Lynnwood (a
northern suburb). I'm not sure what else I can say about Sisyphus Leaves
(Sisyphus 2). It was a collaborative effort among Steve Richmond
(prodding, poetry, and nagging), John Papajani (a Bukowski fan who did
the layout and the "desktop publishing" in Frame Maker), my wife (who
did the cover art), my brother (who did the cartoon illustrations), Beryl
Gorbman (my boss who owned a placement agency for technical writers
- she let us use a laser printer), and me. I think it cost me about 500
bucks. At the time I thought it was an expensive and stupidly vain thing
to do. Now, I'm totally glad I did it. I have a fondness for that little book.
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Q: Do you have a list of the poems that you accepted? Did you get
Sisyphus out? What does the “see some trees” comment mean?
A: I accepted all that he sent. The list is the contents of Sisyphus Leaves
(Sisyphus 2), which you have. When we moved to Lynnwood, there was
an empty lot with trees out one of the windows. Later, they cut them
down and built a condo.
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Q: He’s right about your best work in that volume (from my
recollection). Did you agree with him? Can you give me the back story
on “signing copies”? Did he sign any? Where are they? Can you give me
the back story on Sisyphus? How long did you plan to keep that going?
A: No, I did not agree. Bukowski is always best. Steve and I are tied for
last (then and now). The three of us signed a number of copies. I forget
the exact number. Something divisible by three. I think it might have
been 27 or 30. I forget exactly how we did it. I signed them and sent them
to Steve or Bukowski, who sent them to the next signer, who kept a third
of them and sent the rest back to me. I then sent half of what was left to
whoever didn't have his cut yet. I paid for all of the postage (of course).
So there were something like 30 copies signed by all three of us. I gave
one to John Papajani and one to my brother. I probably gave one to Beryl
Gorbman too. In any case, I have 7 left (signed by all three of us). Steve's
are probably in a landfill. Martin probably has Bukowski's. Who knows?
Sisyphus Lives (volume one) was a one-off project. Then I did Sisyphus
Leaves (volume two), which was also a one-off project. I had no plans to
keep it going, and I didn't.
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Q: Any comments/memories about this one? His cracked head is well
documented in other works.
A: Nope.
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Q: What’s he referring to regarding Poems and Journals? What’s On the
Bus?
A: I have to look for this one. On The Bus was a thick, perfect-bound
magazine. They published a cool middle section of Bukowski prose. It's
around here somewhere. I'll try to find it. I'm sure there are Bukowskians
who are aware of it. I would guess that the content has been republished
in one or more of those posthumous City Lights Bukowski books.
Q: Why didn’t you take his advice regarding "don’t ever let them con
you into not writing anymore"?
A: I didn't feel like it.
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